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100 Website Scripts CGI Plus Resell Ebook Resale Rights INCREDIBLE Deal! 100 Amazing Website

Scripts You Can Use and Resell, COMES WITH Full Resell Rights! ONLY $ 4.99, Buy It And Download It

Right Away! Grab this HUGE "Power Scripts" Package And Start to Make A Fast Profit With A High

Demand Products "Profit Pulling Package, Gives You The Power To Create Different Niche Websites"

Without Spending A Fortune Hiring A Specialist To Do It... Dear Friend, People say that the internet is a

true gold mind, and this package will show you this is a very true statement :-) Here is the deal; You will

get a Web Site just Like This And Over 100 Powerful CGI Scripts which ANY webmaster would be a fool

to pass up on. A few Ways To Make Money With This huge Package of Scripts: Create your own

websites and operate them with these scripts. You can sell this entire Package over and over and keep

all the money. You can sell the scripts individually. You can split the scripts into different related groups to

create and sell special interest script packages You can start your own private membership site and

charge customers a monthly fee for access to the scripts. Plus much more... All the scripts below with

master resell rights for only: $197 $4.99 Browse the scripts list below : (very long list if you ask me :-)

MULTILEVEL EMAIL AUTORESPONDER REPLICATOR THE ULTIMATE OPT-IN EMAIL PROMOTION

CGI Script that allows you to sell or give away autoresponder email addresses that send out unlimited

followup emails to subscribers. Subscribers can be manually added or just email the recipient. Secure

admin and webmaster area provide detailed statistics and management of mailing lists. Admin may add

custom footers and headers to all outgoing email. Remove link function. Setup is a breeze. POWER

SAFELIST PRO EASY TO SETUP SAFELIST OPT IN EMAIL SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC BILLING

CGI Script sets up in seconds and interfaces with any paypal account for easy automated billing. Even

charge monthly recurring billing for your subscribers! New users simply click a button to signup! They get

http://www.dlpdfs.com/get.php?prd=1929695
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a confirmation email with instructions which you can customize. Custom headers and footers. Everything

you need to quickly setup a money making safelist service. Works with paypal billing. DOMAIN NAME

APPRAISER REAL TIME WHOIS SCANNER FOR EXPIRED NAMES IN SEARCH ENGINES CGI Script

scans our DAILY UPDATED EXPIRED DOMAIN DATABASE for domain names with high search engine

presence. Scans all the search engines that matter including google, lycos, msn, altavista... Threshold

value allows you to cutoff loser domains with less than interesting presence. SEARCH ENGINE

KEYWORD HARVESTER SCAN FOR POPULAR SEARCH ENGINE PHRASES This script allows you to

scan for popular search engine words and phrases derived from your search word. Also allows filtering

undesirable words (badword list) which can be modified on the fly. Great for generating doorway pages or

getting ideas for domain names or buying search engine keywords. PAYPAL SHOPPING CART

SHOPPING CART FOR USE WITH PAY PAL Shopping cart that uses Paypal Pay Pal payment

checkout. Takes 5 seconds to setup. All code automatically generated. You don't even have to set

permissions. Just upload the files and set 2 paths and you are ready to rip. Design your shopping mall

anyway you like by simply inserting the generated itemcode into your website for seamless design

integration. My 2 year old can set up this program. Handles shipping charges and everything else you

would expect ON HOLD DOMAIN SCANNER CGI SCRIPT FINDS DOMAINS ON HOLD JUST LIKE THE

PROS DNSRESEARCH sells lists for hundreds to THOUSANDS of dollars and is making a FORTUNE

doing EXACTLY this. It's STUPID. You get a big list of domain names. Sort them out into lists which are

about to expire and sell them as "onhold" domain lists. This is the secret to the entire business. DNS

RESEARCH TOOL DNS analyzation tool Very useful script for DNS and network analysis. Also useful for

network security. Script can be altered to do a number of really cool DNS functions as well. Easy to use

interface for NET:DNS perl module. Gathers complete DNS records and does comprehensive lookups in

batches. HTML ROTATOR Say goodbye to advertising as you know it. This is the new revolution!

MYSQL backend database system allows you to rotate HTML. Similar to a banner rotator in concept but

allows rotation of complete HTML (including images, javascript, any HTML tags). HTML can be rotated as

an exit system, rotate your start page or you can rotate a frame in a page or just a paragraph or WORD

inside any HTML page. It gets better though! This rotator also allows you to categorize your system with

unlimited categories of rotations. In other words you can setup a category example such as "marketing"

or "webhosting" and only rotate HTML ads appropriate for that target audience. You can sell your ad



space however you like (exit pages, frames, whatever) and each client is provided a login to check their

stats. If you have a client with multiple ads the convenient interface lets them see all their stats with ONE

single user/pass so they dont have to be bothered remembering 500 different passwords - although that

is optional too. You can also setup to expire one of two ways. Accounts can be set to expire by number of

impressions (when the account holder exceeds the set number of impressions their ad automatically

expires). Accounts can also be set to expire by number of days (flat rate advertising). This offers you a

dual marketing approach to selling your valuable banner space. We use this very same system to sell ads

on our site and it works great. System load is virtually undetectable. All stats are in real-time. Admin panel

allows you to browse all accounts and their individual statistics, view all ads at once, modify/delete

accounts, and even check the overall stats to your server. Single installation can run ads on unlimited

sites. AUTOMATIC MYSQL BACKUP Automate backup and archival of your MYSQL databases Simple

to install script which completely automates backup and archival of any or all of your mysql databases.

You can use in combination with "Nightly Backup" to even backup to remote servers. Easy to install and

reliable. Date stamps each backup so you have no worries about 0k database backups! Just plug this

script in and all your MYSQL backup needs are done automatically. MICROCITIES Inserts headers and

footers on the fly into HTML Geocities Style Now you can setup a true geocities clone not only on a

dedicated server but on a VIRTUAL SERVER! If you are using a dedicated server our AUTOMATIC

USERADD program combined with a little tweaking completely automates the setup of REAL ftp, telnet,

webspace, and email pop accounts. Now add on this program to insert HTML headers and or footers on

the fly on every webpage! You can even set this up to work in just a subdirectory of a domain or the

whole domain! The applications are endless. Use to put ads at the top and bottom of forums, guestbooks,

wwwboards, you name it. Script allows you to choose extentions affected (.htm, .html, .shtml, etc) and

sets up in seconds! No compiling or hacking apache. This is the easiest and once again the FIRST

program of its kind on the net. SUPER SORTER Sorts any file alphabetically and removes duplicates A

CGI Script that you can use to sort and organize ANY text file database. Use it to cleanup email lists, URL

lists, addressbooks, absolutely any text file can be quickly sorted into alphabetical order and all duplicates

removed. Great tool to use with the whois parser so you don't waste time querying whois over and over

for the same domain name. Also a great tool to sort through address books and lists of URLS if you are

building a search engine. Works great for flatfile search engines such as matchmasters (not pro version)



where you can quickly delete all of the duplicate submissions made from people hitting the submit button

multiple times. A great tool for any webmaster. AUTO THUMBNAIL & GALLERY MAKER Automatic

Thumbnail Maker and Photo Organizer CGI Script which you simply drop inside your website and execute

and it spiders your entire directory structure, creates thumbnail images and organizes all your

photographic content into easily browsable html with thumbnail tables that link to the actual image.

Creates true uniform, beautiful thumbnail images - this is not just some cheap html trick. Great way to surf

and organize complex image archives and to organize content automatically. You can control the size of

the thumbnail images and the look of the html output very easily. Spiders even the most complicated

directory structures and wont make mistakes like other programs! Save endless hours creating thumbnail

galleries and organizing content by using this program to archive thousands of images in seconds.

Thumbnails are organized into a seperate, parallel directory structure and not littered everywhere. Logs

all activity and creates files you can use for other applications or simply search through to find that jpeg

you lost 6 months ago. SUPER WHOIS INTERNATIONAL TELNET OR CGI WHOIS CLIENT CGI Script

works with the new-mangled whois system introduced 1 Dec 1999. A web based whois client for

RFC-954 compliant whois servers using the shared domain registration system as revised 1 December

1999. Under the new domain-name regime the whois system is now distributed amongst the various

domain-policeHHHHHHHHHH registrars, thereby requiring that we make at least two separate requests

(to two separate servers) for each whois record. This program will first go to the "root" whois server and

ask for a record. If found, the root server will tell us where to go get the actual record, and then we go get

it. You can replace the whois program on your server and run by telnet or run as a cgi script. FORM MAIL

REPLICATOR GIVE AWAY FORMS TO TARGET ONLINE CONSUMERS WITH ADS CGI script allows

you to setup in minutes and users signup to build forms to use for selling products, surveys, or whatever.

Easy to use web based interface helps clients build forms even if they don't have a clue about html. They

can also add custom autoreply messages, delete forms and build as many forms per account as they

wish. Each form has a custom header and footer area for you to display banners and information so its a

great way to target BUYERS. Set it up on a secure server and you have about the best banner targeting

available! All administration is done through the browser. Shows you how many forms are currently online

and how many forms have been executed. Admin panel allows you to broadcast email messages to all

users though the web. Also allows you to add a custom email signature to each outgoing message. HTML



PROTECTOR (HTMLOCK) STOP PEOPLE FROM RIPPING OFF YOUR HTML CGI script that prevents

right clicking to save images from your HTML and also prevents viewing source code AND downloading

the HTML. Completely stops snaking HTML and importation by busting up links trees. This will annoy the

hell out of those losers ripping off your HTML source code for sure. It's not 100 bulletproof but will stop

99.99 of the idiots that can't create content that's for sure and will give them one hell of a headache trying

to rip off your site. WHOIS DATA PARSER PARSE WHOIS DATA INTO FLATFILE FORMAT Simple

script allows you to parse TLD's .com, .net, and into delimited flatfile databases. All data is extracted

including domain owner information, all contacts, email addresses, name servers, and more. Complete

whois information is stored in final database. Lightning fast parsing and no limitations on how big or small

your parsing jobs can be. Great for doing marketing campaigns as both email addresses, names, and

domain names are included in database which makes it easy to use for contacting webmasters on a

personal basis. Great tool for constructing search engine databases. DOMAIN STALKER There are

hundreds of domain names expiring every day. For one reason or another people give up on their sites --

they've lost interest, or because of current situation with advertising on Internet they can't afford to pay for

hosting, or maybe they simply didn't renew their registration in time. But old links from other sites are still

there. In fact, some expired domains have thousands of old links still pointing to them. It's a shame that all

this traffic is going nowhere. Webmasters work hard to get links on other popular sites, and here we have

hundreds and hundreds of old links pointing nowhere. Wouldn't it be great to be able to find those expired

domain names with great link popularity, simply register it, and get hundreds of unique visitors practically

for free? This handy CGI Script which probes Internic for domains on hold status. Intuitive browser based

point and click interface allows you to use keywords to scan for domains about to drop or that have

recently dropped. Stores domain name lists in flatfile format so you can easily interface with our

AUTONIC domain registration bot. You can also manually just click on the domain name to register

quickly through network solutions. Another greatly useful feature is the ability to scan each domain name

for search engine links. SUPERCLOAKER THE MOST ADVANCED HTML CLOAKING TECHNOLOGY

AVAILABLE The old days when you had to cloak page by page are over. When I first invented HTML

cloaking in the mid 90's you had to install a special page for EACH html page you wanted to cloak. Now

with supercloaker a single 5 minute install will protect your ENTIRE WEBSITE. Furthermore, if you have

ability to fully utilize .htaccess you don't have to use .shtml extentions so the cloaking is 100 transparent.



NOBODY has ths technology... until now. The program comes with a recently updated list of spider IP's

and these lists can be updated and found all over the net. Keep your precious HTML protected with

SUPERCLOAKER the most advanced HTML cloaking software online. POETRY BOT INTELLIGENT

POETRY WRITER ROUTINE This awesome script allows you to entertain your visitors with randomly

generated poems in any style you want. Just change the simple text files containing nouns, verbs, and

the like and you get randomly generated poems in any style you want. Ginsberg was chosen as default.

The point of this script will not be obvious at first. Sure its fun to play with and entertaining but the power

of this script was when I hacked out the routines to generate titles for websites to spamdex the hell out of

adultcheck and other sites... don't worry, its coming soon. In the meantime have a little fun for a change.

SALES LEAD GENERATOR EFFECTIVE SALES LEAD GENERATOR OR SURVEY CGI SCRIPT Easy

to setup CGI Script that generates highly targeted sales leads or perform surveys by allowing your

website visitors to register and download a free sample of your merchandise, a coupon, discount code,

tutorial, information, or any other incentive. Requires visitor to enter valid email address in order to

receive free download access. Registration form may be customized - only required field is email field and

opt-in checkbox. All information collected in the form is stored in a flatfile database which can be easily

imported into Excel or Access. Also works with our Xtractor Pro Mailing List Manager and Microextractor

CGI Scripts to send out more information about your company if they opt-in. Script allows registrants to

opt-out so there is no worry about sending email to anyone that did not request it. GUESTBOOK

REPLICATOR MULTILEVEL GUESTBOOK PROMOTER Forget link-o-matic. They suck anyway. This is

a multi-level free giveaway guestbook replicator that is completely self contained. Easy to install. Setup

and users can create with a simple form an instant customizable guestbook on any topic they wish. Each

"sub" user even has their own admin panel. The master admin panel keeps you in control and allows you

to blast messages to all the message boards (you can charge for this by integrating with one of our many

billing systems). Since everything is cross-linked this makes a great spider trap to give you traffic. Your

custom header and footer are displayed on every single page. Admin point and click allows total control

over the entire system. AUTOMATIC USERADD CREATES REAL USER ACCOUNTS VIA WEB FORM

From a simple 2 form field (username/password) this script creates a REAL ftp account. Any mediocre

programmer can also add other routines to add mail accounts, etc. A great building block and you won't

find this type of script ANYWHERE on the net. We are the only site with this technology. PERL SCRIPT



DECRYPTER HAVING TROUBLE CUSTOMIZING SOME LOSER'S CGI SCRIPT? Don't you HATE it

when you are trying to customize a script and they strip out all the new lines in some lame attempt to

keep you from taking out their spam and making it look the way you want it to? I mean that's the whole

POINT of perl - that's WHY its a beautiful NON-COMPILED language. Well, this little tool is the solution

ALL WHOIS CDOMAIN PRO CLONEWARE Works just like cdomain. Increased the speed of

performance with all the features a professional registrar needs. All whois does everything cdomain pro

boasts only better. Enables researching domain name availability for all registrars (not just internic). This

script is a nice service for webhosting companies. Allows user to search for domain name availability with

ANY registrar. Also does global searches based on keywords so if you can't register partyyou can search

all the other NIC's in the world (i.e. .uk, .mx, etc.) to see if you can register something like party.uk.co or

whatever. Adding new registrars is a snap and installation takes maybe 2 minutes. CLICKBLASTER

MYSQL MULTILEVEL CLICKTHROUGH AFFILIATES SYSTEM Clickblaster will send you so much traffic

your provider may actually shut you down. This is a seriously hardcore promotional engine with a mysql

backend for ultraspeed and ultralow CPU drainage. The system tracks hits through 3 levels and even to

the point of sale. Thus you track the "hit and runs" or primary clickthroughs, the people that actually surf

through your site to a secondary page, and even to a 3rd (or tertiary) page. Various rewards are

distributed depending on the QUALITY of the clickthrough traffic so you don't get screwed by losers trying

to cheat your system. There are 4 variables to compare. Initial clickthrough, secondary page, tertiary

page, and sale. The 2nd, 3rd, and sale pages can be hidden ANYWHERE on your server making it a

virtual nightmare for anyone to try and hack through. Banners are served from the AFFILIATES server

which minimizes server load. Impressions are not tracked in this version because well - who the hell

cares anyway? The point of this clickthrough system is that when an affiliate earns a specified number of

"credits" they earn a free prize, free password, or whatever. All screening is done manually and the great

thing is everyone that signs up is automatically stored in a handy email database for future marketing.

Tracks with cookies and our special IP tracking for extra security. You really should try this one out on our

site to get a feel for what this is all about. All I can say is when I launched the predecessor (bannergate) I

was completely unprepared for the level of traffic this was about to generate. This is now the second

generation of this type of clickthrough marketing tool and I feel it is a superior design. Bannergate has its

place, but this in my opinion is like the atomic bomb. Members can check their stats in realtime. Admin



interface allows easy overview of accounts and deletion of dead accounts. Once user has surpassed your

predefined threshold an email is sent out to the administrator notifying that a free account has been

earned. .SUPERSTATS LOG ANALYZER DONT BUY WEB TRENDS! THEY SUCK! I purchased Web

Trends awhile back. The program looked great, but was virtually useless. Everyday you had to download

your stats (10-20 megabytes of data) and then Web Trends would spit out a ton of data which I manually

checked and found to be innaccurate. I also signed up for their affilliate program but they never sent me a

dime. Worse was 50 of the data analysis was completely worthless. Thus, I invented a completely

automated version of their program except I took out all the bugs and didnt waste time making pretty

graphics. This is a hardcore statistical analyzer. Calculates raw hits, page views, bookmarked visitors,

home page views, unique visitors, bandwidth, page views per visitor, operating systems and browsers

used, error reports, lists top refering URLS, most and least popular webpages on your site, and even

does security checks to warn you of hackers trading passwords and networks launching password hurler

attacks. This may not be as pretty as Web Trends but its a hell of alot more useful. Runs automatically via

crontab. .BANNER GATE Clicks for password promotional system A completely new concept in

marketing your password site. Allow users to signup and send you unique clicks for free access to your

password site. Instant account activation, secure code blocks uses of image tag and frame triggers.

Tracks both with cookies and IP addresses to prevent cheating. Members can check their stats in

realtime. Admin interface allows easy overview of accounts and deletion of dead accounts. Once user

has surpassed your predefined threshold an email is sent out to the administrator notifying that a free

account has been earned. 30 days after installing bannergate on one site they received over 50,000

FREE impressions and 2900 UNIQUE clickthroughs. The best part about this is it only costs you a

password for the traffic. AUTONIC Automatic Domain ONHOLD stalker and grabber Stalking out a killer

domain name that is on hold status? Set autonic to run on crontab every morning with Internic reboots

and it will query whois automatically to check the current registration status. If Autonic finds the domain

name to be available it will instantly register it automatically. Also sends you a copy of the registration

form. NIGHTLY BACKUP Automated website archiver - mirror - backup utility If you make money online

then you know your website is your lifeline. Keep your password databases, billing databases, or even

your entire website safe and secure on multiple webservers! Now you can sleep assured that your files

can be restored in seconds from a perfect backup done automatically as often as you wish. Easy to setup



script that will archive and transfer a copy of your entire website or any directory of files to another server

to provide you with a nightly, weekly, or monthly automated backup. Files are not overwritten so there is

no danger of file corruption caused if backups fail and write 0K files. SUPERFAST BANNER ROTATOR

MYSQL BACKENDED BANNER ROTATION SYSTEM Not only is this the fastest banner rotator script

known to mankind it also has cool new expiration concepts for selling ads. You can setup multiple

accounts and each account holder can login with a username/password to check their impressions,

clickthroughs and CTR's in realtime. The cool thing is you can set accounts to expire one of two ways.

Accounts can be set to expire by number of impressions (when the account holder exceeds the set

number of impressions their ad automatically expires). Accounts can also be set to expire by number of

days (flat rate advertising). This offers you a dual marketing approach to selling your valuable banner

space. We use this very same system to sell ads on our site and it works great. System load is virtually

undetectable. All stats are in realtime. Admin panel allows you to browse all accounts and their individual

statistics, view all banner ads at once, modify/delete accounts, and even check the overall impressions

and clicks to your server. AGENTS UNLIMITED MULTILEVEL AFFILIATE SOFTWARE SOLUTION

Affiliate engine capable of integrating into virtually any billing system allows you to reward affiliates

commissions for referred sales. Our newest system supports unlimited levels of payouts to drive your

sales through the roof! Each payout level may be set to a percentage of the sale or a flat rate

commission. Similar interface and features as our popular Agents of Fortune Professional including

instant account activation, secure text links, real time statistics, easy database backup and restore.

Simple integration into virtually all online billing systems and shopping carts. Negligible server load

requirements. Ergonomic statistical interface allows zooming into sales records from year to day to sale.

SLOT MACHINE OPT IN EMAIL COLLECTION SCRIPT Clever opt-in email collection cgi script which

allows visitors to your site to play a virtual "slot-machine" to win a product or get a free membership to

your website. Player can "warm-up" spinning the slot machine as many times as they want before

spinning for real. Multiple security features allow you to prevent abusers from using bots or cheating the

system. Requires real email address to collect prize. If you setup the slot machine for "products" you can

also customize and link the slot machine images so visitors are looking at products from your site. When

they click on one of the images they are taken to a special product information url. Great way to build

targeted email lists from your visitors and great promotional tool. SUPERMALL MYSQL BASED



MULTIPLE VENDOR SHOPPING MALL SYSTEM Supermall is much more than a shopping cart.

Supermall allows a single mall administrator to sell merchandise from multiple vendors by drop-shipment

(like CD-now does). The administrator can add vendor information to the mall and add individual items

provided by each vendor so when an order is placed invoices are emailed (or can be faxed through

email-fax translation services) to vendors and orders are drop-shipped so you never have to actually

stock any inventory. The mall client interface allows browsing by categories (yahoo-style) or multiple

keyword searches. All features are accessible by the admin panel to allow easy editing and administration

of the mall. Customers and the administrator can check and print out confirmation pages created when an

order is approved. Supermall supports manual credit card validation and real-time validation through

authorize.net. Stores customer information in mysql which you can use for future promotional purposes.

No HTML required to add new items - simply fill out forms and pages are generated for every item. Each

item page can have html, pictures, etc. Item pages give you maximum search engine visibility unlike

cgi-generated html pages. Many more features planned for future upgrades including statistical and

profitability reports. Easily integrates into any of our affiliate software packages MATCHMASTERS PRO

MYSQL PERSONAL CLASSIFIEDS DATING SCRIPT Based on our popular matchmasters script this is a

more serious solution for dating sites. The pro version uses powerful MYSQL database structures and

modular code design to allow complete customization of the searching/profile parameters and html output

(cosmetics). Capable of altering the search parameters/fields to unlimited option or keyword based

search fields. Multiple keyword search logic allows matching for complex search profiles. Admin panel

allows counting members, bulk emailing all members, login/edit/delete of member profiles. Members can

upload photos, search, bookmark profiles, view member photos, and send private email messages

anonymously. Many more features planned for this systems future upgrades. May be implemented as a

free "attraction" to your existing website or easily integrates into billing systems to charge for services.

MICROSEARCH CUSTOMIZABLE WEB-BASED SEARCHABLE MYSQL DATABASE Need to put a

searchable database online? Microsearch allows you to easily generate custom, searchable databases

with unlimited searchable fields (keyword or selection based). Creates add.html and search.html

interfaces automatically. Admin interface allows search and delete of records quickly. Mysql

archtitechture for handling large databases with the fastest search technology. SUPER SPIDER URL

SPIDER AND DOMAIN EXTRACTOR SCRIPT You are going to love this script! A simple, yet powerful



cgi script with mysql database interface that will allow you to spider the internet and collect unique urls

and domain names at the speed of light! 5 minutes to configure, set your starting url and the spider will

start probing the internet from the starting url collecting every single link and unique domain name it finds

along the way. A great way to construct targeted marketing databases or start your own search engine.

Script allows you to select spidering depth or just leave it until your hard drive explodes with data. This

script is a masterpiece. AVSCHECK ADULTCHECK CLONE AGE VERIFICATION SYSTEM Basically

this is a clone of adult check age verification system. Probably even better than their software actually.

Mysql database backend and authorizepayment gateways allow you to run your own Age Verification

System. Built in 2 level affiliate structure allows you to payout commissions to both webmaters that refer

members and webmasters that refer other webmasters. Search the entire AVS database by keywords or

browse by category. Generates signup messages, realtime cc processing. Webmaster lounge lets them

see their commissions in realtime or tweak their sites. Admin interface gives you overall control to

approve or delete sites. You can also revoke commissions to webmasters in event of fraud or

chargeback. MIME MAILER E-COMMERCE FRIENDLY FORMMAIL THAT LETS YOU SELL SINGLE

FILES BY EMAIL SECURELY Finally! Now its simple to sell single files with MIMEMAILER. Easily

integrates into any of our billing systems such as IBILL Processor (use as webgood page) or Mastergate,

or any of our other systems. Simply use MIMEMAILER as your "Thank you" page and you can instantly

send single attatchments automatically! Security protocols block people from sending multiple copies of

the file to their friends or multiple files to themselves. Requires no modules and can be setup in about 1

minute. SUPER WHOIS Whois client for RFC-954 compliant whois servers CGI Script works with the

new-mangled whois system introduced 1 Dec 1999. A web based whois client for RFC-954 compliant

whois servers using the shared domain registration system as revised 1 December 1999. Under the new

domain-name regime the whois system is now distributed amongst the various

domain-policeHHHHHHHHHH registrars, thereby requiring that we make at least two separate requests

(to two separate servers) for each whois record. This program will first go to the "root" whois server and

ask for a record. If found, the root server will tell us where to go get the actual record, and then we go get

it. AFFILIATE AD ROTATOR MYSQL Affiliate code rotation system HEY! This is NOT just another banner

rotator - although it DOES rotate banners, the concept is different. Similar to our superfast banner rotator

but instead of rotating just banners - this script actually rotates AFFILIATE HTML used by sites like



advertising.com, linkexchange.com, et.,al. Thus allowing the serving of banner images from REMOTE

servers. Provides ability to quickly rotate at random your affiliate ad partners and also countercheck their

statistics against yours to see if anyone is cheating you. Accounts can be set to track by impressions,

clicks, or days. You can set price per click, impression, or day and the system will keep track of all your

affiliate codes as they are displayed on your site in one convenient interface. System load is virtually

undetectable. All stats are in realtime. Admin panel allows you to browse all accounts and their individual

statistics, view all banner ads at once, modify/delete accounts, and check overall statistics and payouts

you are earning from affiliate programs. Also a great script to trade banner space with other sites that use

their own tracking software. AUTOMATIC BOOKMARK AUTOMATIC BOOKMARKING CGI SCRIPT

INCREASES RETURN TRAFFIC Automatic Bookmark is a cgi script that will automatically pop up a

"bookmark" suggestion box for new people that visit your site for the first time. This Script increase the

percentage of Return TRAFFIC! Unlike using straight javacode, the script will not "annoy" regular visitors

or people that return to your site by popping up the window every time they return. The first time a new

visitor hits your "target page" the bookmark window pops up but never again. This is a great way to get

your site bookmarked by more visitors. You can also execute the script by using javascript (eg: close

window type scripts) so if they quit their browser the bookmark window pops up. Also a great way to

collect custom 404 (page not found) traffic by redirecting to this script. INSTALLMENT PLAN ALLOWS

IBILL ACCOUNTS TO BE USED TO MAKE LARGE INSTALLMENT PURCHASES No more sales price

limits! This tool allows you to sell file packages by an installment plan. Clients make an initial down

payment then get partial access every month until they complete the payment plan. Great way to increase

sales and revenue! Installment payment plans include interest after all! Compatible with revshare to

distribute commissions to resellers on recurring or non-recurring basis. Admin panel allows easy editing

of accounts through the browser. CGI SPAMMER JAMMER KICK OUT USERS ABUSING YOUR CGI

SCRIPTS Sick of jerks spamming cgi scripts on your site? Now you can forever block their lame ass with

this simple script that scans a parallel logfile for such activity. Too many support posts from a client?

Solves that problem too! Just set this up and anyone executing too many scripts is banned from the site.

MIME MAILER II Client side formmail with attatchment sending Simple form mail system that allows your

CLIENTS to send your formmail with UNLIMITED attatchments. Requires no modules and setup takes

less than a minute. Easy to customize. Similar to our other program (mimemailer) but the difference is



Mimemailer II allows the CLIENT to send YOU files whereas Mimemailer sends files from you to the

client. Working demo is available on our site so you can see the difference. XTRACTOR PRO MAILING

LIST MANAGER & MAILER WITH ATTATCHMENTS CGI Script to manage your opt-in ezines, mailing

lists, and membership lists with a single interface. Works basically just like EXTRACTOR PRO which sells

for as much as $200. This is browser based CLONE. Our program won't time out like other programs that

attempt to do the same thing. Allows you to create unlimited unique mailing lists, removes duplicates

automatically, merge lists, remove from lists by substring match (EG: 'donotspam". "edu"). Email lists are

saved automatically as flat file databases which are compatible with most email software. Keeps accurate

count of unique emails per list in realtime. Add or remove single email addresses from any list. Also

allows you to send attachments to your mailings. No modules required. Easy installation. LINK SORTER

TELNET UTILITY TO SORT OUT URL LISTS Ever need to go through a huge list of urls and filter out the

dead links? Most webmasters do from time to time. Link sorter allows you to upload a simple ASCII one

per line file of urls and run the script from telnet. The script goes through the list and sorts the urls into

numerous lists of good urls, dead sites, redirects, etc. If you have a long list and need a break the

program can be restarted from where you left off automatically. SUPERCLIX PROFESSIONAL MYSQL

DRIVEN CLICKTHROUGH AFFILIATES SYSTEM SUPERCLIX is a MYSQL database driven 2 tier

clickthrough system which allows you to effectively recruit and payout commissions to advertisers that

send you banner clicks. Superclix features instant account activation, text or image based link code,

gateway support and real time statistics. Negligible server load requirements. Ergonomic statistical

interface allows zooming into sales records from year to day to sale. Exports payout schedules into flat

file database. Offers multilevel commission structure to reward advertisers that recruit new advertisers.

Supports gateways (modulars) so you can make the system payout only when the visitor visits a page

deeper in your site than the initial redirection url. SUPERGATE RECURRING BILLING SOFTWARE Now

you can completely run your own recurring billing system through Authorize.Net for a fraction of the cost

of using 3rd party billing solutions such as IBILL, DMR, EPOCH, and CCNOW who charge up to 25 per

transaction. Supergate allows you to replace these companies with software that does the same thing

and process orders for only 2-3. Supergate supports Visa, Mastercard, American Express, JCB, Novus,

Diners, and Online Checks. Supergate supports unlimited billing intervals, unlimited cycles and delay

times, free trial periods, and complex billing cycles just like IBILL. Also does rebilling attempts at



customized intervals if there is a problem with a credit card just like DMR and the other companies do. A

complete billing log is recorded and your current billing databases may be imported/exported as flat file

into Microsoft XL/Access. All transactions are stored in secure binary MYSQL database. Supergate also

interfaces into negative credit card and checking databases and allows you to upload 3rd party negative

databases into your system. Secure administrative interface allows searching for records, delete/modify

account information, import/export databases. Supergate also is completely compatible with our Agents of

Fortune affiliates software allowing you to reward affiliates commissions for referred sales. DBAY

AUCTION SOFTWARE Based on the popular EBAY auction site, we have created a MYSQL driven clone

with many of the same features. User registration, feedback ratings for users, proxy bidding, automatic

batch closing done hourly. You can add unlimited custom categories. Performs keyword searches and

category browsing just like the real thing. Binary MYSQL database allows you to serve even the largest

auction based websites. Supports auction reserves, minimum bids, bidding wars, and more. Default setup

charges flat rates per ad type (i.e. bold faced, add icon, highlight ad). Customizable headers and footers

appear on every page. Credit buying interface supports Mastercard, Visa, American Express, JCB, Diners

Club, Novus, and Online checks. Admin interface allows you to edit/modify/delete users. Member

interface allows editing information or if they forget their password it is automatically emailed to them.

CLICKTRADERS FASTEST LINK EXCHANGE SYSTEM ONLINE Flat-file database software will crash

your server or the software after about 5,000 hits per day. These systems are commonly banned on most

isps for this reason. clicktraders employs streamlined code, MYSQL binary database support, and the

latest code tricks from the gurus to provide a superfast link exchange system that will handle MILLIONS

of hits per day. Banners are served from the client server so you don't have to pay bandwidth for all of

those impressions. Provides editable subtext link that appears every time a banner is generated to drive

your program. Ergonomic statistical interface tracks raw/unique impressions and clicks through new

technologies developed by drew star that do not rely on bogging down your system with huge databases

of ip addresses. Super Link Exchange members can BUY credits to get more impressions by the push of

a button where they are transported to your handy order form. Uses either syntax or realtime validation

through Authorize.Net. clicktraders can be customized for any billing gateway by our cgi gurus. There is

truly nothing like this on the internet. Credit buying interface supports Mastercard, Visa, American

Express, JCB, Diners Club, Novus, and Online checks. Admin interface allows you to check the overall



system performance and statistics, browse through and count your users, bulk email your members and

edit/delete their information. MATCHMASTERS DATING SOFTWARE MATCHMASTERS personals is a

completely automated cgi system which allows members to signup instantly, have their account

information emailed to them and interact with other members online. Members can browse the database

or refine their search criteria to find the mate they are looking for specifically. Search results are broken

down into 10 per page and members search criteria are saved in the event that no suitable matches are

found. A matchbot program may be set to run through the entire member database and search histories

to notify by email any member that the matchbot finds a suitable match for. This pulls older members

back to the site to retrieve the results. Members may also upload pictures of themselves, send messages

to each other, and bookmark other members they want to keep in touch with. All contacting through the

site retains complete anonymity for the security of the users (including their REAL email address). All

members are known to each other by screen names only. VTERM DESKTOP BILLING DATABASE

SOLUTION VTERM is a browser based billing database manager and processing system that allows you

to securely processing entire billing databases from your desktop without uploading data to a webserver.

Accepts your flatfile billing database or create one from scratch through the handy editor. Allows you to

delete and modify client billing data in realtime. Software keeps track of complex rebilling schedules

automatically so all you have to do is upload and click away. Rejected cards are marked with error

messages allowing you to notify all of the problem accounts with a single click that they need to correct

their billing information. Easily modify billing schedules and client information at any time. When you are

done billing for the day simply click the download button and save the updated database to your desktop.

Allows you to process online checks, Mastercard, visa, American express, discover, and JCB.

REVSHARE PRO THE MOST POWERFUL AFFILIATE SOFTWARE ONLINE Completely automate your

affiliate system and check writing with the REVSHARE TOOLKIT. The Revshare Toolkit allows you to

fully automate your affiliate system into IBILL's Revshare system. Also supports MULTIPLE site

promotions through a common portal and a single installation. Instant account activation from a single

form. Real time statistics, support for recurring commissions, and ability to set different commission levels

for each affiliate. Check processing and payouts are handled for you automatically. Ergonomic statistical

interface allows zooming into sales records from year to day to sale. Pro version uses MYSQL database

for unparalleled SPEED, and reliability. BATCH CREDIT CARD PROCESSING ENGINE BULK CREDIT



CARD PROCESSING ENGINE Need a quick and dirty solution for processing billing databases? Batch

processing engine allows you to process bulk credit card transactions via authorize.net. Simply upload

your comma delimited text database and execute. Outputs results to comma delimited text databases

compatible with popular spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft XL and Access. Supports Mastercard,

Visa, Amex, Discover, JCB, and Online Checks. AGENTS OF FORTUNE PROFESSIONAL FASTEST

AFFILIATE SOFTWARE AVAILABLE Agents of fortune professional offers MYSQL database support to

handle extreme data loads. We can completely integrate your website into any payment system and

structure multiple commission structures/formulas and even set up the install to handle multiple websites.

Realtime stats, automated data backup and completely compatible with revshare, authorize.net, shopping

carts, and other popular billing solutions. Database backup and restore in the event of server crash.

CREDIT CARD FRAUD SCRUBBER POWERFUL SECURITY TOOL FOR PAY SITES First script of a

series of tools to be released that will put a massive dent into hackers trying to use false information to

gain access to your website or products using stolen or fake credit card information. Works with virtually

any billing system allowing you to see if the billing address and actual geographical location of person

ordering correlate. SPAM TERMINATOR 100 BULLET PROF SPAM ELIMINATOR - STOP SPAM

FOREVER THE FIRST AND ONLY SPAM TERMINATION SOFTWARE EVER RELEASED! Install script

in seconds and say goodbye to unwanted email, spam, people you don't like, FOREVER! THAT'S

RIGHT! ZERO SPAM! Easily manage your buddy list which determines who can email you. Anyone NOT

on the buddy list is dumped into oblivion! Even better you can still accept emails from new customers that

submit emails through forms by some ingenious filtering! So GET RID OF THOSE STUPID GET RICH

SCAM MAILS and DITCH all those LOSERS emailing you NOW! Get only the email you want! FAKE ID

SPOOF YOUR IP ADDRESS OR DERAIL TRACEROUTE AND SURF PRIVATELY Easy to install

security cgi script that will create a list of untraceable or traceable but fake IP addresses which you can

use with any browser to surf in absolute privacy. CGI Script uses live database information to find

"anonymous" hubs all over the world. The script then tests each hub for connectivity and security and

sorts all of the results into several files such as a list of hubs you can use to make people think you live

somewhere else (new zealand, russia, whatever), a list of hubs which block traceroutes back to your

REAL ip address allowing complete privacy while you surf, also other lists are created for informational

and research purposes thus all of the hubs analyzed are recorded. Default scan is to seek out hubs on



port 80 and 8080 but you can scan for any port you like. Every 11 year old hacker knows all aout this little

secret but nearly all "webmasters" do not. This is the second script in our new fraud scrubbing security

software products. This allows you to exploit the internet to mask your location and identity or completely

fake it. Nobody can block you from their website! This script just made all those 2bit PC .htaccess tricks

obsolete! Don't worry! We wouldn't release something like this without a countermeasure (cure). SITE

SEARCH PRO MYSQL BACKEND WEBSITE SEARCH ENGINE CGI Script allows you to provide

keyword based searchability to your entire website or parts of your website. Intelligent spidering does all

the work. HTML is opened, parsed, metaterms extracted, titles extracted, and all html is converted into

raw text. You can alter search output results by awarding point scales to matches by keyword, title,

metatags, metakeywords, etc. MYSQL based so even the largest sites wont crash even with hi search

load. MICRO EMAIL EXTRACTOR EASY WAY TO EXTRACT EMAILS FROM ANY TEXT FILE Installs

in 10 seconds, upload any text file of your choice and the email extractor sucks all the valid email

addresses from the file and dumps them into a flatfile database for use with your mailing software. You

can use html, sqsl databases, or any txt file to upload. MAIL JACKER GUARANTEED 100

CLICKTHROUGHS FROM EMAIL This is only the beginning of the insane scripts we have decided to

release after 3 years of hiding them away. Cgi script sends emails to your OPT-IN newsletter lists with

message of your choice. As soon as the email lands in the recipients inbox and they read it or even try to

delete it the browser pops open and lands them right on your homepage! They wont have a clue what hit

them! Works from telnet or browser VIRTUAL TELNET EXECUTE TELNET COMMANDS AND DEBUG

SCRIPTS FROM THE BROWSER No telnet required! Debug perl scripts right from the browser with this

great tool that lets you execute telnet commands from the browser. Installs in seconds, simple design

shows you a simple one field command line where you can execute single commands or multiple

commands (seperated by semicolons) just like a regular telnet account. Most useful for debugging perl

scripts. NO MORE 500 Internal Server Errors! You get REAL actually USEFUL debugging information! A

MUST for any installer working in a "telnet free" hosting environment. REMOTE FTP SERVER UPLOAD

FILES FROM YOUR SERVER TO CLIENT SERVER BY THE BROWSER Developed as an extra

security measure for people that sell FILES and SOFTWARE. REMOTE FTP SERVER runs from the

browser and will push a file off of your server to the client server. Client enters their host, username,

password, and a destination directory and the file is transferred at ethernet speeds even if they are only



using a dialup account. Great way to add extra security to sites distributing files. May be integrated into

payment systems fairly easily by using ENV(remote_user) variable as the ftp hostname. LAND MINE

BLOCK DATA MINING FROM YOUR SITE Why spend hundreds of hours toiling away on your website

when a single person armed with a web spider can suck all the data from your site in minutes? Tired of

spiders mining data from your site? Whether its images, mp3's, avi's, midi files or whatever if you have a

lot of files on your site you are going to become targeted by computers running powerful spiders to

datamine your entire website. In minutes they can grab THOUSANDS of images off your site and give

them away for FREE. Protect yourself with Mine Field. BANDWIDTH VALVE KEEP YOUR BANDWIDTH

USAGE FIXED Is your website on a fixed bandwidth budget? Now you can kick heavy users off your

password site and keep your bandwidth bill under TOTAL control! The choker scans and kicks users off

your password list if they surpass the webmaster defined bandwidth quota. Also effective secondary

measure to monitor for password leaks. Most password leak security programs only scan for multiple

logins but PROXY servers such as AOL, etal FAIL to get noticed! Not so with the choker. Stop data hogs

cold. PASSWORD HURLER IS YOUR PASSWORD SITE SAFE? Are you safe from password hurlers?

This isn't the first or the last but its the FASTEST password hurler ever. Test your security and see just

how safe your site is from attackers. Unless you are using the latest password software you are

vulnerable to brute force attack where hackers can enter and trade passwords to your site in less than 5

minutes. Password Hurler runs at blazing ethernet speeds to crack weakly protected .htaccess style

password sites by hurling thousands of password guesses per minute until the system successfully

guesses the correct combination. A study of 3,290 passwords revealed: 15 were a single ASCII character

72 were two characters 464 were three characters 477 were four characters 706 were five characters (all

same case) 605 were six characters (all same case) PASSWORD HURLER BLOCKER 401

NEUTRALIZER Protect your password site by immunizing yourself against password hurlers. 401

Neutralizer intercepts failed login attempts virtually instantly and blocks the referring IP address to send

the attacker off to find easier prey. Logs attacking addresses so you can hunt down the guilty party and

torture them at your convenience. REVSHARE TOOLKIT FULLY AUTOMATE YOUR AFFILIATE

SYSTEM - CHECK WRITING DONE FOR YOU! Completely automate your affiliate system and check

writing with the REVSHARE TOOLKIT. The Revshare Toolkit allows you to fully automate your affiliate

system into IBILL's Revshare system. Instant account activation from a single form. Real time statistics,



support for recurring commissions, and ability to set different commission levels for each affiliate. Check

processing and payouts are handled for you automatically. Ergonomic statistical interface allows zooming

into sales records from year to day to sale. FORMMAIL 2000 REALTIME CREDIT CARD PROCESSING

FORMMAIL The only form mail online that actually deposits your sales into your online merchant account.

Setup a credit card processing account and use FORMMAIL 2000 to process your sales with REAL TIME

credit card processing. Also does syntax only validation and address validation. Authonly or Deposit

funds. Also compatible with IBILL Basic TP accounts. AGENTS OF FORTUNE AFFILIATES SOFTWARE

COMPATIBLE WITH MOST BILLING SYSTEMS Agents of Fortune allows you to payout referring sales

agents a commission based on every confirmed sale they refer to you. Affiliates signup and receive

instant account activation and bannercode is generated for them with a push of a button. Realtime

statistics track their sales activity. Compatible with all forms of billing including formmail, Mastergate,

IBILL Processor, Cyberstash, and DMR. Server load requirements are negligible. Administrative interface

allows you to view sales activity for the entire year, scroll around pay periods and zoom in for details.

Handy export feature allows you to export all of your users payout data to a flat file ASCII field delimited

database for check writing software. Also allows you to revoke sales in the event of chargeback or fraud.

Agents of Fortune also allows you to offer a secondary commission structure to affiliates that recruit

affiliates. MASTERGATE PROCESS YOUR PASSWORD SALES WITH AUTHORIZE NET FOR LESS

THAN 3!!! Mastergate is simply the most comprehensive pay site billing and security system available. No

other software package offers such advanced security and administration power. Processes your billing

information and automates your password database. Includes form error checking, automatic account

expiration, admin search, admin modify, admin edit, and admin delete. Clients are forced to provide a

valid (working) email address to obtain access to your pay site. Mastergate is also capable of interfacing

into online processors for real-time validation. Default installation emails invoices through secure or

non-secure servers. Tools available for interfacing into IBILL Basic TP accounts for real-time validation.

Online merchant account required for real time validation. Compatible with manual processing, IBILL

Basic TP accounts, and Authorize.net SUPERCLIX BANNER TRACKING AFFILIATES SOFTWARE PAY

PER CLICK SOFTWARE Superclix is a fast, powerful affiliates program that will enable you to build traffic

from referring websites. Affiliates are paid per unique banner click to your website. Affiliates may also

earn a secondary commission for referring affiliates (this will help your program compete with other



affiliate programs). Real Time statistics feature ergonomic browser interface to allow zooming in for

details. Editable payout schedules and exporting feature allows importing payout database into check

writing programs. Form tag tracking defeats cheaters using image tags to load urls. Now supports

gateways (modulars) so you can make the system payout only when the visitor visits a page deeper in

your site than the initial redirection url. HTML PARSER HTML TO TEXT CONVERSION SUBROUTINE

CGI Script will spider your websitet to index all html files then you can run the parser to convert the html

to RAW TEXT. Great way to build information databases free from html tags if constructing search

engines. Also useful analytical tool for search engine studies such as keyword densities, etc. Great

subroutine that can be applied by the wise webmaster for many purposes. Useful tool for integrating with

LINKING scripts such as gossamer threads, etc. Extracts the core data from HTML and turns into simple

text. FAKE CRONTAB CRONTAB EMULATOR FOR PEOPLE WITHOUT CRONTAB ACCESS CGI

Script emulates unix crontab script scheduler which is not available on all isp's. Script can schedule

scripts per hour, day, month, or per # of visitors. Option to email you when execution takes place and

email describes processes completed. Installation in seconds and works on virtually any ISP.

AUTORESPONDER SECURE EMAIL ATTATCHMENT TOOL DUMP ATTATCHMENTS ON SERVER

NOT MAILBOX! Easy to install cgi script forwards your emails to you as normal but FIRST REMOVES

and STORES all attatchments SECURELY on your ftp/html server where you can decide if you want to

download them at your discretion. Absolutely NO attatchment viruses or worms can penetrate this

system. Emails are delivered with all other information intact and a link at the bottom you can click on to

view your attatchments received. Also great for saving time download your email as attatchments are all

stored on the webserver. DOMAIN NAME POPULARITY ANALYZER HOW MANY PEOPLE LINK TO

YOUR SITE?! CGI Script allows you to find out how many websites are linking to you all over the web!

Searches the BILLIONS of websites in seconds to return total number of links found for your domain

name! Returns a numerical value for total number of links in seconds which equals the number of sites

found currently linking to your domain name. PROXYBURNER TERMINATE ACCESS TO HACKERS

AND LOWER CHARGEBACKS AND MORE! CGI Script TERMINATES ACCESS TO HACKERS USING

NETWORK SPOOFING TECHNIQUES! Easy to install security script that stops hackers from using

possibly their FAVORITE hack of choice - NETWORK SPOOFING. These are the number one criminal

techniques used by hackers, hotlinkers, credit card fraud, etc. These hackers will use sites that publish



lists of hubs you can connect into and make people think you live in england, florida, arizona, you name it.

They think they are untraceable and for the most part they are. NOT ANYMORE! HA HA! This nifty script

kills them in 60 seconds or less. No matter how many times they come back with a new fake IP they are

blocked at the ROOT! After a few retries they will go to your less secure competitor and screw with them

instead! An absolute MUST HAVE SECURITY SCRIPT. NO SITE IS SAFE WITHOUT IT! SNAKE

KILLER MONITOR, CONTROL AND BLOCK NETWORKS DOWNLOADING YOUR WEBSITE CGI

Script monitors for suspicious activity generated by network users stealing your content. Easy to setup

perl script will monitor your logfiles for suspicious activity and allow you to block access to people relying

on your website for content. PLUG-IN (soon to be released) Script allows you to completely screw over

users that stalk you and steal from you by sending them to a completely different website! It sure would

be a shame if those losers that steal from you and make a living off of your hard work would accidentally

end up downloading viruses, trojan horse files, spyware, and packet sniffers. Revenge is in your hands!

TOPSITES TRAFFIC GENERATING PROGRAM HANDLES LARGE TRAFFIC LOADS Topsites is a

popular promotional program that allows your affiliates & promoters to send traffic and earn reciprocal

displays on a link list. Our advanced software generates the linklist from crontab to allow ultrafast

operation even under heavy fire. Topsites is fully compatible with our AGENTS OF FORTUNE affiliate

software which tracks and awards sales commissions. The topsites list may be inserted on the fly into any

webpage with a simple server sides includes command, be used as its own web page or in a console.

Comprehensive statistics are provided for both administrator and affiliates which breakdown the traffic

sent and traffic received from each promoter. Admin stats allow overview of traffic for the entire year,

bi-monthly, or daily statistical periods and may also kick out malicious users. SUPERCART NOW WITH

REAL TIME CREDIT CARD PROCESSING! Powerful shopping cart script allows you to turn any form

based website into an instant shopping mall! Gives you creative freedom to do your mall any way you

want! Extremely simple to interface your online catalog or catalog database. Use sytanx credit card

validation or REALTIME credit card validation right into your bank. Fully compatible with AGENTS OF

FORTUNE affiliate software to rev up your sales by awarding commissions to referred customers. Runs

on HTTP or remotely on HTTPS. Online merchant account required for real time validation. Compatible

with manual processing, IBILL Basic TP accounts, and Authorize.net: ACCESS PORTAL ANALYZER

LIKE HAVING A HIT COUNTER ON EVERY PAGE Portal Analyzer is a convenient solution to tracking



your websites popularity. Its a lot like having an invisible hit counter on every page. Portal Analyzer

produces daily reports telling you exactly how many unique visitors you received and which page they

entered by. This way you can tell not only how many people visit your site but which pages attract the

most visitors. Works behind the scenes by crontab or can be exactitude from the browser to provide the

easy to follow reports. Results are tabulated by most popular to least popular entry page. Unlike access

counters which are frequently not accurate this works off of your server logs to provide absolute accuracy

in counting. EMAIL CASH PLUS BUILD A POWERFUL OPT-IN DIRECT EMAIL LIST EMAIL CASH

PLUS allows you to recruit and reward affiliates for collecting email subscribers to your opt-in mailing list.

Your affiliates signup and place the EMAIL CASH PLUS banner code on their website. The bannercode

allows anyone to signup for your newsletter from any website without actually leaving the site. You reward

affiliates that send you new subscribers by cash or advertising credits in your newsletter. A powerful way

to build up enormous mailing lists. Instant account activation, secure POST method banner code, real

time statistics, and tracking of split cash and advertising payout credits. Ergonomic statistical interface

allows zooming into sales records from year to day to sale. Exports payout schedules into flat file

database.we know about one adult site that has built up a email subscription base of over 100,000 active

members with this software. Similar packages are selling online for as much as $5,000 per copy.

DATABASE SIMPLE PASSWORD PROTECTED MULTI USER DATA ENTRY & SEARCH ENGINE

Search, edit, and import ASCII databases on your web server. Endless possibilities for serving databases

over the world wide web. Import your ASCII database from Microsoft access right over the internet.

Password protected editing offers administrator ability to edit or delete any file. Also features the ability to

allow visitors to add individual password protected database entries that they can edit. Export and import

the database into any program that can interpret comma delimited formats. SUPERCHAT POWERFUL

CHAT SOFTWARE Web based chat similar to AOL. Members login with a unique username. The chat

server offers members the ability to create their own public or private rooms. Each room displays a list of

people in the room. Members may send private messages to anyone in the room or whisper to a member

privately by selecting their name from the CHANNEL menu. Members may create room. After creating a

new room a member may choose to be public or private thus turning the room into a public or private chat

area. PASSWORD NAZI STOP PASSWORD TRADERS FOREVER! Now you can stop password traders

forever! Password nazi is a completely self contained application that installs in minutes, running



automatically on your server watching people that login to your password protected areas. Password Nazi

notices suspicious login activity and immediately terminates the account sending the password trader

back to the password sites searching for one of your competitors that doesn't use Password Nazi. Save

thousands on your bandwidth bills and sleep peacefully... Password Nazi takes no prisoners. FREE FOR

ALL LINK NETWORK GREAT PROMOTIONAL TOOL! Georgia Tech's GVU surveys indicate that links

from other sites are the most popular way that people will find you on the Web. Commercial sites like

LINKOMATIC are charging over $100 PER URL to submit sites through FREE FOR ALL LINK ENGINES.

Great way to promote your site and get traffic - why sell gold when you can sell the gold MINE? When

FFAN V1 was released a couple of months ago LINKOMATIC FREAKED OUT! They did EVERYTHING

in their power to try and stop me. I was also surprised by the level of interest in this script so I have taken

FFAN to the next level. Now it is a MULTILEVEL MARKETING MACHINE! FFAN allows you to develop

YOUR OWN network of link sites. Also features automatic list cleaning and sorting. The network allows

your site visitors to put their link on your FFA page AND download the FFAN script from your site so they

can join your FFA NETWORK. When a new site installs the FFAN script you are notified by email after

the first link goes up. With a simple click their FFAN is added to your submission list. The new site may

also allow visitors to download the script and so on creating a pyramid of FFAN sites. Everytime a new

site appears you are notified thus building your submission list. Through the admin interface you can

cleanup the list if there are any dead links and with one simple form you can now broadcast your urls of

choice into every FFAN site that joined under you! ANYPAGE ALLOW SURFERS TO EMAIL ANY

WEBPAGE FROM YOUR SITE WITH ADS TO FRIENDS! CGI Script allows surfers to email webpages to

their friends from your site. Smart CGI works so you do not have to create special unique forms for every

page of your website. One form will work from any URL. Email arrives as exact copy of your webpage in

HTML format. You can insert custom headers and footers such as banner ads, text ads, affiliate code,

etc. Script also records IP of sender to block malicious users. Subject line automatically generates full

URL of webpage. Works great with Automark to get people to bookmark your site or our Mailjacker script

which will force email recipients browser to open up your website. IBILL BROKER Billing system and

referral system all in one. Complete integration of IBILL PROCESSOR and AGENTS OF FORTUNE.

Contains ALL FEATURES of BOTH SYSTEMS! Works on ALL WEBSERVERS and OPERATING

SYSTEMS. Allows you to payout advertisers a commission on your internet billing sales. Superfast code



for even the largest sites. Fully automatic control of your password sales and databases. Deletes users

automatically after accounts expire. Handles unlimited account configurations of recurring, nonrecurring,

and web900. Manual admin interface allows you to add/delete/search and modify accounts. Advertisers

signup and receive realtime statistics on their commissions. Each account has independent commissions

so you can structure your sales commissions any way you want. Does not require server sides includes.

Your advertisers may access their statistics in realtime. Allows you to revoke sales in the event of fraud or

chargeback from the admin interface. IBILL PROCESSOR MOST POPULAR IBILL PASSWORD

SOFTWARE ONLINE If you need to completely automate the administration and billing of your password

site this script is the answer. Integrates into all IBILL Company PINCODING accounts to provide

powerful, automatic and manual administration of your password site. Years of development has

produced the fastest perl code possible for even the largest websites. Allows both automatic and manual

administration of your membership password database. Supports only-the-fly database search and

modify, integrates with password nazi to allow security scan of illegal passwords and multiple logins.

Handles unlimited account configurations of recurring, nonrecurring, web-900 billing, and online checks.

The only IBILL cgi system that allows members to cancel accounts and billing from a single form thus

completely automating your membership site. USENET AUTORESPONDER AUTOMATICALLY

RESPONDS TO USENET POSTINGS Easy to setup autoresponder sends automatic responses to

usenet posters in specified newsgroups. All required modules supplied. Requires NNTP news service.

Easily modified for usenet experimentation. Runs automatically by crontab. MULTIPLE DOMAIN HOST

HOST UNLIMITED DOMAINS ON SINGLE ACCOUNT WITH CUSTOM ADS CGI Script allows you to

host and point unlimited domains into distinct directories on one hosting account. Works for canonical

domains also (eg: test.yourdomain.com, example.yourdomain.com, whatever.yourdomain.com). Script

also allows you to insert customized HEADERS, FOOTERS, AND also INSERT html ANYWHERE via

keyword match. Thus you can insert banner ads right after the html header information so it doesn't screw

up people's background colors and titles. This script is so simple and powerful it allows you to turn a $20

hosting account into a miniature dedicated server with GEOCITIES style advertising! GIMME DAT FILE!

NO FILE CAN BE PROTECTED - DOWNLOAD SHOCKWAVE, PDF, FLASH FILES AND MORE! ANY

FILE YOU WANT YOU CAN HAVE! NO SCRIPT CAN STOP OUR TECHNOLOGY! Don't you hate it

when you find some super cool shockwave, midi file, pdf, flash, or whatever and you CAN'T save it from



the website! Well now its super easy! Just enter the full URL to the file and click the button. File will be

transferred to your webserver at blazing fast ethernet speeds. This CGI SCRIPT will download ANY FILE!

Works great for downloading .swf - midi - pdf - flash files and more from ANY website! WORMBURNER

EMAIL SECURITY SCANNER STOP VIRUSES AND DANGEROUS EMAILS Easy to install security

script that will filter out dangerous attatchments such as .pifs, worms, viruses, .dll's, etc. from your email

in realtime. Returns dangerous emails to actual recipient with customizable warning message. If recipient

is faked it dumps mail into the trash. All email that passes security screening is forwarded to your mailbox

untouched. CYBERSTASH SELL PASSWORDS THROUGH CYBERCASH SYSTEMS Automatic

security and billing system for pay sites. This version interfaces DIRECTLY into cybercash merchant

malls either through your own cybercash server or a merchant account on a mall server. Unlike many

other systems, Mastergate completely PREVENTS your users from submitting duplicate orders causing

chargeback chaos. We are an OFFICIAL Merchant Developer Partner Candidate for Cybercash. PC

AUTHORIZE GATEWAY SETUP YOUR OWN ONLINE BILLING COMPANY REALTIME CREDIT CARD

VALIDATION FROM PC AUTHORIZE! Why pay ENORMOUS TRANSACTION RATES WITH OTHER

BILLING COMPANIES? Get your own merchant account and INTERFACE DIRECTLY INTO YOUR

BANK! Direct posting to PC AUTHORIZE HUB and automation of password databases for membership

sites. Includes all the usual MASTERGATE fraud-scrubbing and duplicate transaction blocking tools. This

requires setup of a PC AUTHORIZE network which is not exactly trivial. However, if you are processing

$50,000 per month or so in password sales then you can save a LOT of cash with this and even start up

your OWN billing company! BLACKWIDOW SPIDER UTILITY Multi level spider engine that indexes web

servers and creates ASCII list of URLS for automatic submission software. An ESSENTIAL tool for

system administrators. If you ever wished you could push a button and get a list of ALL the URLS on your

webserver then this is EXACTLY what you are looking for! NEWSWIRE GET VISITORS TO BOOKMARK

YOUR SITE Fastest way to submit your sites to the search engines. Hit the TOP search engines in

SECONDS. Simply enter your URL and email address and newswire submits you to the top search

engines automatically! A great way to collect email lists, get visitors to BOOKMARK YOU and INCREASE

YOUR TRAFFIC! WAHOO USED BY PROFESSIONAL INTERNET PROMOTERS WORLDWIDE How

many times have you heard about some company that offers to promote your URL to 300, 500, or even

900 search engines for some low price of $49.95 or whatever? Regardless of their CLAIMS the FACTS



are that there simply are only a handful of search engines that actually will give you any traffic

whatsoever. Exploit's submission wizard, Linkomatic, Submit-It, etc all make the same claims but the truth

is that you will see the same results from repetitive submission to only 10 search engines that you will see

by wasting your valuable time and money spamming free for all link sites and other worthless "search

engines" that make up 99 of their submission lists. This is why I wrote WAHOO! Wahoo fully automates

the TEDIOUS task of keeping your links fresh in the search engines. This tool can be run with crontab or

simply from telnet to submit MILLIONS of URLS into the IMPORTANT search engines 100 THOUGHT

FREE! SUPERFETCH ETHERNET FTP UTILITY Never spend HOURS downloading files from websites

off your modem again! Fetch 100 MEGABYTE files in MINUTES and save to your server! STEALTH

SERVER SERVES DYNAMIC CONTENT REMOTELY Serves other peoples web sites from your domain.

A great way to serve other web sites dynamic content from YOUR WEBSITE! NOW SERVES

LINKS/IMAGES and SPLICES HEADERS! CHAMELEON PROTECT YOUR HTML Selectively Serves

HTML based on the CLIENT HOST INFORMATION. Great for protecting your html that you worked so

hard on to get your site at the top of the search engines. Serves one page to the search robots and

another to surfers. OPT IN PRO Multiple Opt In Newsletter Email Harvester Affiliate Program MYSQL

Backended script based on our email harvester only this is MYSQL powered and does UNLIMITED

mailing lists. Recruit webmasters and pay them for collection of emails. Create unlimited newsletters.

Webmasters never worry about lost traffic since surfer never leaves their site. Secure confirmation and

removal system included. Webmasters and admin have realtime statistics. Payouts only for UNIQUE

email addresses. MAGIC 8 BALL Magic 8 Ball emulator with KILLER GRAPHICS I just had to make this

to piss off slick willie. He fills up that site of his with so much stupid crap that has absolutely no use. So I

spent 30 seconds whipping this up. The main difference is my version kicks ass and has excellent

graphics whereas his version sucks. Just another example of why giving those morons your hard earned

money is a waste because we have the same stuff only better and cheaper! With this exception we also

dont fill up our site with 100 scripts that have absolutely no use! Enjoy! DNS ALERT AUTOMATICALLY

MONITOR THOUSANDS OF DOMAINS Most webmasters have lot's of domains. Some have thousands!

For webmasters like us it is a royal PAIN to keep track of all your registrations. Ever go on a vacation and

find out some domain name you completely forgot about is expired? Well, now you can fully automate

your registration watching with DNSALERT. This script will monitor ALL of your domain names and email



you a warning WELL in advance DAILY until you register the domain name! It also keeps track of all your

other domain names and gives you an exact readout of when everything expires day by day. Great time

saver! Notes: (Please Read Before Purchase) This scripts are not GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE,

they are all paid scripts. The scripts are provided 'as is', and is without warranty or technical support

There are installation documentation for most of the scripts inside the package. Tags: perl tutorial, print

html in perl, perl commands, guestbooks, affiliate software, billing software

DOWNLOAD HERE
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